
Chapter 2

Bhima And    
Hanuman



A story from the great Indian Epic 
Mahabhart

• Epic means long poem narrating a 
story.  



• The story teaches us,

• “Pride comes before the fall.”

• One should be humble and always remember 

that everything we have and all we are comes from 
God.



NOTES

•NEW WORDS 
• budge = move; change position
• Club    = a heavy stick with a thick end used as a weapon   
• Commotion =disturbance; noisy confusion
• Consented= agreed
• Deliberately= on purpose; prearranged
• Flashed across=passed swiftly
• Grunted = made a low sound to express effort
• Haughtily= in an arrogant, boastful manner ; self admiring
• mocked = scorned; made fun of
• Scent = perfume
• Scoffed = belittle; laugh ; mock
• Scowl = frown in an angry way
• Thrilled = very happy
• Trudged = walk with effort
• Uncommon = rare; not  commonly found
• Unimpressed =unaffected



• Complete the sentences

1. Draupati wanted the flower as she breathed in the sweet 
perfume.

2. Bhima agreed to go and get the flowers as he could not bear 
to see Draupati unhappy.

3. The monkey refused to move out of Bhima’s path because he 
was too old and could not have strength to move.

4. Lord Hanuman had deliberately blocked Bhima’s path since 
he wanted to talk to him and know him.

5. It was very difficult to get the flowers from the lake because
the lake belonged to Kubera and he had an army to guard 
the flowers.



• Who said to whom:

1. “Do you expect me to go in search of some silly flowers?”

Ans.     Bhima said to Draupati.

2. “ Hah! Never admit defeat!”

Ans.      Hanuman said to Bhima.

3. “Rise , I challenge you to a duel!”

Ans.      Bhima said to an old monkey.

4.       “Forgive me please.”

Ans.     Bhima said to Hanuman.

5.        “We are friends now.”

Ans.    Hanuman said to Bhima.

• Reference to the context:

“The tail did not budge.”

Q1.   From which lesson this extract is taken?

Ans.  Bhima And Hanuman.

Q2.   Whose tail did not budge?

Ans.  Hanuman’s tail did not budge.

Q3.   Who tried to budge his tail?

Ans.  Bhima.



❖ Answer the following 
Questions:

Q.1 How was Pandavas life in the jungle?

Ans.  Pandavas life in the jungle was difficult but  Draupati looked    after the needs of the five 
brothers and they all lived happily.

Q.2   What did Draupati request to bring and to whom?

Ans.  Draupati requested Bhima to bring the sweet perfumed flowers which she breathed  in.

Q.3   What obstacles did Bhima face on his way?

Ans.  Bhima had to pass through a thick forest by cutting down tall trees and breaking up huge 
rocks with his heavy club.He challenged the monkey and finally fought battle with the guards and 
dangerous crocodiles to get the flowers.

Q.4  Who was the monkey in real?

Ans.  The monkey was lord Hanuman, the servant of the  great lord Rama who killed Ravana.

Q.5  Was Bhima able to bring the flowers? How?

Ans . Yes, he was able to bring the  flowers. He had tough battle with the  guards and   dangerous 
crocodiles in the garden to get the flowers.



Home assignment:

❖Make sentence of the following words:

1. Commotion

2. Consented

3. Deliberately

4. Thrilled

5. Unimpressed

❖Extend these one word interjections into longer sentences:

1. Ouch!

2. Fabulous!

3. Wow!

4. Alas!

5. Fantastic!


